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ABSTRACT

Hand gesture is one of the most popular communication methods in everyday life. In human-computer

interaction applications, hand gesture recognition provides a natural way of communication between hu-

mans and computers. There are mainly two methods of hand gesture recognition: glove-based method

and vision-based method. In this paper, we propose a vision-based hand gesture recognition method

using Kinect. By using the depth information is efficient and robust to achieve the hand detection process.

The finger labeling makes the system achieve pose classification according to the finger name and the

relationship between each fingers. It also make the classification more effective and accutate. Two kinds

of gesture sets can be recognized by our system. According to the experiment, the average accuracy

of American Sign Language(ASL) number gesture set is 94.33%, and that of general gestures set is

95.01%. Since our system runs in real-time and has a high recognition rate, we can embed it into various

applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of the interaction between human and

computer, the human-computer interface (HCI)

becomes more and more important. The use of

hand gestures has become an important part of HCl

in recent years. The research of hand gesture rec-

ognition has a wide range of applications, such as

the added communication between the deaf and the

normal [1,2], the aided recognition of voice recog-

nition, the control of virtual reality (VR) [3], and

the study of robot [4]. There are two methods on

hand gesture recognition: recognition based on da-

ta glove and recognition based on vision. Especially,

vision-based Hand Gesture Recognition (HGR)

becomes a research hotspot, many scholars have

invested a great deal of enthusiasm for research,

while vision-based gesture recognition system is

one of main development trends in the current and

future periods.

Many researches have been turned to research

of human Hand Gesture Recognition with different

methods, those methods can be divided into ap-

pearance based approaches and model based

approaches. Appearance based approaches usually

learn the nonlinear mapping on the features ex-
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Fig. 1. The general processing of appearance

based approaches.

tracted directly from images or other input data to

the hand configuration. Model-based approaches

created a geometric hand model, compare the cur-

rent hand state by matching the model to the ob-

served image features.

The appearance based approaches avoid the di-

rect search problem which is generally quicker if

mapping can be learned. The main structure of ap-

pearance based approaches is shown in figure 1.

The popular features used in appearance include

hand color and shapes, local hand features, optical

flow and so on. Hand features extract certain local

image features such as fingertips or hand edges,

and use some heuristics to find configurations or

combinations of these features specific to an in-

dividual hand gesture.

In this paper, we use the Kinect as the input de-

vice, and propose a vision-based system to recog-

nize the hand gestures. Microsoft Kinect is a mo-

tion based peripheral, as a general purpose and

low-cost 3D input device Kinect is an ideal device

to develop the HCI system. Since Kinect launch,

lots of HCI systems have been developed by using

it. However, few if any hand gesture recognition

systems were developed, and only a few gestures

can be recognized by these hand gesture recog-

nition systems. The Kinect is used to acquisition

the depth information which is useful to improve

the efficiency and robustness of segmentation

result. The finger detected and finger labeling re-

sult are used as prior information in our system.

A decision tree classifier has designed to recognize

the hand gesture according to the number of finger,

finger labeling result and angles between two

fingers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in-

troduces some related works related to this paper.

Section 3 describes our hand gesture recognize

method and the experimental results have shown

in section 4. In the end of this paper, section 5 is

given in the conclusion and described some future

work of our research.

2. RELATED WORKS

Hand gesture recognition has developed rapidly

in recent years, with many visual analysis methods

been proposed , but it's still a challenging problem

in human-computer interaction field. This section

will review some of the existing related works.

2.1 Hand Detection

In order to achieve the hand gesture recognition,

we need to accurately segment the hand from the

input image. Robust hand detection is the most dif-

ficult problem in building a hand gesture-based in-

teraction system [5]. A lot of methods have been

proposed that detect bare-hand in uncontrolled

environments. These methods use appearance,

shape, color, depth, and context as cues. It is diffi-

cult to achieve good results due to high number

of degrees of freedom, the resulting shapes and

shadows, complex background etc. Due to those

complexity problems, the detection of hand is a

hard nut to crack, which remains a suspending

problem to be solved throughout the world.

In order to achieve hand segmentation, previous

studies used the way of limiting environment.

Rehg and Kanade [6] used a special background

where hand is the only object in a very simple

background. Some of other researchers used an al-

ternate way which requires users to use a special
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marker. Since these special markers are usually

gloves which very distinct from other objects in

the environment or imprinted with a custom pat-

tern, these methods gain good effect on hand de-

tection and tracking. A color glove used in Wang

and Popović [3] and a glove with attached LEDs

used in Park and Yoon [7].

Recently many researchers have developed more

effective hand detection systems with depth data.

These methods usually use a set of cameras or a

3D camera to produce 3D image. Liu and Fujimura

proposed a hand gesture recognition method by

using a sequence of real-time depth image data ac-

quired by an active sensing hardware [8]. Van den

Bergh and Van Gool [5] present an improved re-

al-time gesture interaction system by using a

Time-of-Flight(ToF) camera. The color-based

detection achieves 92.0% correct detection, while

the depth-based detection achieves 99.2% correct

detection. Similar to that, An et al.[9] also used a

ToF camera to detect hands and fingertips. As a

common 3D input device, Kinect receives a lot of

focus due to its high performance and reasonable

price. A lot of researchers have used Kinect to de-

velop their systems which include some hand de-

tection methods [10-12].

2.2 Hand Gesture Recognition System

So far many gesture recognition systems have

been proposed, the approaches to vision based hand

gesture recognition can be divided into two cate-

gories: 3D hand model based approaches and ap-

pearance based approaches [13]. The details of

various approaches were referred in [14,15] and a

review of depth image based hand gesture recog-

nition was referred refer in [16]. In this paper we

will simply introduce some methods that related to

our work.

Van den Bergh and Van Gool [5], that system

can recognize six different key postures : open

hand, fist, pointing up, L-shape, pointing at the

camera, and thumb up; the results showed that

RGB-based recognition achieved 99.54% correct

recognition rate, depth-based recognition achieved

99.07% and combined both achieved 99.54%. We

found that depth-based recognition performed well

on the construction of HGR system. However,

combining RGB-based and depth-based recog-

nition methods may not always improve accuracy.

A speed hand gesture recognition system has been

proposed in [10], which was based on the

Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features

and Adaboost training algorithm. For the situations

like hands covered in front of body or objects that

similar to hands, there is still some high missing

and false rate. Raheja et al. [11] proposed a method

to identify fingertips and centre of palm. The accu-

racy for fingertips detection was near to 100%

when all fingers were open, and in the case of cen-

tre of palm detection, the accuracy were around

90% correct. Ren et al.[12], their system can recog-

nize 10 gestures, but it can not run in real time.

The mean accuracy of near-convex decomposition

based Finger-Earth Mover’s Distance(FEMD) is

93.9% and that of threshold decomposition is

90.6%.

3. Decision Tree Classifier based Hand

Gesture Recognition Method

Similar to other gesture recognition methods,

our method mainly consist of hand detection and

gesture recognition. Candescent NUI is an open

source project under Berkeley Software

Distribution(BSD) License. It has been used to

make many Nature User Interface(NUI) applica-

tions. Our system is built on it, figure 2 shows an

overview of our method.

3.1 Hand Detection

Hand detection is the preliminary work of hand

gesture recognition. At this stage, we need to sep-

arate hands from background, and the segmenta-

tion results will directly influence the average rec-
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Fig. 2. The framework of our hand gesture recognition system.

ognition rate. To improve segmentation result, we

set the depth threshold as 50cm to 80cm. Depth in-

formation beyond this range will be ignored, so on-

ly put hands in this range can be detected. All of

the hand pixel under this range will be projected

to a 2D space for subsequent analysis.   

and 


  is two pixels belong to hand as shown

in Eq.1, we use the euclidean distance to define the

distance between two pixels.
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In our system, we use k-mean algorithm to dis-

tinguish pixels of left or right hand. Hence, the val-

ue of k is 2, according to the calculated distance,

the pixels are divided into two groups. Since our

system works in real-time, the k-mean result is

always changing. The input depth is data updated

by 30 frames per second, at the beginning of each

frame we initialize the cluster with a random point

as the mean. In case of distance between the two

clusters which is less than the default value, sys-

tem will be judged as there is only one hand.

Therefore, users can use our system with one hand

or both hands. With this, the pixels belong to each

hand are clustered as shown in figure 3, and the

hand detection stage is completed.

Fig. 3. The result of hand detection by K-mean

algorithm.

3.2 Finger Recognition

3.2.1 Hand Convex Hull and Contour

Due to the system’s real-time requirement, it is

difficult to design an algorithm for finger detection

in an image of 640×480 pixels with global search.

We need to find convex hull and to detect hand

contour. Convex hull of the detected hands are
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Fig. 4. Fingertip detection.

computed by Graham Scan algorithm [17]. Contour

tracing method is generally carried out by finding

the next pixel on a contour in a 4 or 8-neighbor-

hood of the previous pixel. Moore Neighborhood of

a pixel, P is the set of 8 pixels which shares a ver-

tex or an edge with that pixel. The basic idea is:

When the current pixel p is black, the Moore

neighborhood of p is examined in clockwise direc-

tion starting with the pixel from which p was en-

tered and advancing pixel by pixel until a new

black pixel in P is encountered. The algorithm ter-

minates when the start pixel is visited for second

time. The black pixel walked over will be the con-

tour of the hand. The Moore-Neighbor Tracing al-

gorithm is used to detect hand contour.

3.2.2 Fingertip Detection

The next work is to detect fingertips by using

k-curvature algorithm. This implement by find

curves on the hand contour and determine them if

they are fingertip. There are three parameters em-

ployed in this algorithm: a set of contour points

C, a constant k and an angle θ. The constant k

was found by trial and error, we set k as 20. The

angle θ was found by measuring fingertip angles

in depth frames, θ is set as 90˚-100˚. In order to

improve the operation efficiency and reduce the

computational cost, we define all points which si-

multaneously belong to convex hull and the hand

contour as set C. For each point in C, we take two

vector and, they are points to a contour point k
points in the two different directions along the

contour. After the vectors are created we need to

find the angle between and, if this angle is in
θ range we have a fingertip point. In addition, we

created another vector ,  and it can rep-

resent the pointing direction of the finger. We also

use this method to find the finger valley by set the

C as all points between two fingertips. Figure 4

shown an example.

3.2.3 Finger Labeling

After detecting the fingertips, we can label each

of by calculating distances between each two

fingertips. So this stage requires users to open

their hand. The simplest step is to locate thumb

and index finger, since the distance between them

is much further than other adjacent fingers. After

locating thumb and index finger, the finger that

farthest to thumb is recognized as little finger and

the finger that nearest to index finger is recognized

as middle finger. The last finger is recognized as

ring finger. The result of this stage is shown in

Figure 5.

As mentioned earlier, the proposed system runs

at 30 frames per second. The process of finger def-

inition is performed every time when receiving a

new frame. If a same finger still exisst in next

frame, it will inherent all properties from the pre-

vious frame.

Fig. 5. The result of fingertip labeling processing.

3.3 Hand Gesture Recognition

After the finger labeling, we are ready for hand

gesture recognition. We designed a decision tree

classifier to recognize hand gesture. Decision tree
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(a) American Sign Language Gestures Set

(b) General Gestures Set

Fig. 6. The Gestures sets.

is a simple and probably the most widely used

classification approach. Our decision tree classifier

performs three stages of classifications: the num-

ber of fingers, the name of fingers and the angle

of fingers.

We have two groups of gesture sets, as shown

in figure 6(a), one group is number 0-9 of

American Sign Language(ASL); the other group

consists of 7 gestures with special meanings,

which we called general gestures set and shown

in figure 6(b). Since some gestures exist in both

gesture sets, users need to choose gesture set

firstly.

We use decision tree classifier to make classi-

fication as follows:

Stage 1: Computer recognizes the number of fin-

gers, and makes first classification according to

this. The result is sent to the corresponding second

layer of classifier.

Stage 2: Identify the recognized fingers by the

results of finger identification and to determine

whether the gesture is the unique one among all

gestures. If so, the meaning and picture of the ges-

ture will be shown; and if not, the gesture will be

sent to the corresponding third layer of classifier.

Stage 3: Use Eq.3 to calculate angles between

the recognized fingers and to determine whether

the gesture is a significant one according to com-

pare the angles with the default value in Gestures

Set. If the gesture is a significant one, the meaning

and picture of it will be shown.

 arccos∥∥∥∥
·


(3)

where   and  are two direction of

fingers.

The process of hand gesture recognition is

shown in figure 7.

Fig. 7. The process of decision tree classifier. This

figure show recognition process of number

3 in ASL Gesture set.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The experiments are executed in C# on a PC

with Intel core i5 CPU @ 3.30GHz and 4GB

memory. Depth image is captured with a Microsoft

Kinect at a rate of 30 frames per second.

In order to test the performance of our system,

we conducted a test with six people which included

four male and two female, with one male

dark-skinned. The participants are asked to make

every gesture 90 times, 30 times with left hand,
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Fig. 8. Experiments. (a) recognition by right hand;

(b)recognition by left hand;(c)recognition

by both hands.

Table 1. The average accuracy of ASL number gesture set

Number Use one hand Use both hands
Average

recognition rate
Improve rate

0 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%

1 98.37% 99.10% 98.74% 0.73%

2 97.25% 98.15% 97.70% 0.90%

3 89.37% 92.17% 90.77% 2.80%

4 98.15% 99.07% 98.61% 0.92%

5 99.58% 99.78% 99.68% 0.20%

6 90.36% 92.98% 91.67% 2.62%

7 88.27% 90.63% 89.45% 2.36%

8 86.25% 88.68% 87.47% 2.43%

9 87.73% 90.69% 89.21% 2.96%

Average accuracy 93.53% 95.13% 94.33% 1.59%

Table 2. The average accuracy of general gestures set

Gesture Use one hand Use both hands
Average

recognition rate
Improve rate

STOP 99.61% 99.88% 99.75% 0.27%

Well done 91.53% 93.72% 92.63% 2.19%

Not so good 90.24% 92.13% 91.19% 1.89%

Loser 98.28% 99.31% 98.80% 1.03%

I Love You 94.36% 96.51% 95.44% 2.15%

OK 87.92% 90.80% 89.36% 2.88%

Victory 97.36% 98.53% 97.95% 1.17%

Average accuracy 94.19% 95.84% 95.01% 1.65%

30 times with right hand, and the last 30 times with

both hands(an example is shown in figure 8).

Although colors and shapes of the signers' hands

are different, it doesn't has significant influence on

recognition rate of the system we proposed, which

verify the correctness and generality of the

algorithm. Moreover, since our system use the

depth information to recognition hands, it has good

performance also in dark or background illumina-

tion changes.

The average accuracy of each gesture was cal-

culated, the results were shown in table 1 and 2.

According to the results, we found that the average

accuracy of ASL number gesture set was 94.33%;

the average accuracy of general gestures set was

95.01%. The highest recognition rate of each ges-

ture was 100%, with the lowest was 87.47%。

When both hands make a same gesture, recog-

nition rate was relatively improved, especially
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some gesture with a low recognition rate. The

average improve rate of ASL number gesture set

was 1.59% and that of general gesture set was

1.65%. Recognition rate was mainly influenced by

the result of Hand Detection and Fingertip Labelin

g. For example, in the ASL number gesture set,

since gestures of number 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 were made

by three fingers, the results of finger recognition

were not stable, which made more difficulty for de-

cision tree classifier to classify. The system of [10]

shows that the mean accuracy in real-time video

is 90.2%, and the mean accuracy of [12] is 93.9%.

Compared with them and other similar system, our

system has shown a high recognition rate while

run in real-time.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a method for hand

gesture recognition using Kinect. Our system run

in real-time and had a high recognition rate. We

used Kinect as an input device and separated hands

from background by depth information. To obtain

two clusters of hand pixels, we used k-mean algo-

rithm did the classification. After that, we found

convex hull and detected hand contour by Graham

Scan algorithm and Moore Neighborhood algo-

rithm. And then the center of palm and detect fin-

gertips were calculated. After labeling each finger,

we did hand gesture recognition. A decision tree

classifier was designed for recognizing hand

gestures. We had two groups of gesture sets: ASL

Gestures Set and General Gestures Set. According

to the experiment, the average accuracy of ASL

number gesture set was 94.33%, and that of gen-

eral gestures set was 95.01%.

Our system provide a new approach for hand

gesture recognition at the level of individual

fingers. It could be used in various kinds of appli-

cations, such as sign language recognition, game

controlling, human robot interaction, etc. In the fu-

ture, we will improve the performance of Hand

Detection and Fingertip Labeling processing.

Since it has a great influence on recognition rate,

gesture recognition algorithm will also be im-

proved in order to increase recognition rate. We

will expand gesture set in the future to let our sys-

tem recognize more gestures, and different ges-

tures made by two hands will also be taken under

consideration. In addition, we will attempt to in-

corporate Support Vector Machine(SVM) algo-

rithm and Hidden Markov Model(HMM) algorithm

to our system.
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